
H2H3 RUN #355 – 1st April 2017 – April Fools Run  

 
LOCATION: Near Huay Sai Prachasan School on Route 1010  
 
GOOGLE MAP LINK: https://goo.gl/maps/vHzIi 
 
GPS COORDINATES: N 12.693779, E 099.859504 (N 12 41.627, E 099 51.570) 

HARES: Ballbanger & Onefer 

HASH SNACKS: Dragon Tail 

TAX COLLECTOR: Butt Out 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 37 

 
 
WRITE-UP (various contributors) 
 
Cathusalem 
The hares announced that there were several false trails and at the end of each there was a 
piece of ladies underwear and there would be a prize for whoever found the most items. 
Bush Whacker brought back the most, about 10, followed by 3 or 4 each by Mudman and 
Sodomy. However, according to Sodomy’s account he might not have made it back in time 
for the circle. The few items of sexy underwear in his sweaty hands apparently sent him into 
a spin and, if Tinks hadn’t arrived to show him the way, he’d have headed for the nearest 
road. This would have meant he’d be late back unless somebody gave him a lift…and then 
what would he have done with the underwear?    
 
Rubber Duck 
Very easy walking, the wide tracks made it easy to talk to fellow hashers but were not varied 
and became a little monotonous. The false trails were a good idea, unfortunately the fast 
runners, mainly Bushwacker, found all the prizes, walkers had no chance.  The runners were 
a little confused after the split and had the longest hash in my memory, about 8.2k and 
nearly 105 minutes. Overall most people enjoyed it. Snacks were very good and Legs Wide 
Open saved some for the late back runners. As always the On After, at Thai Kitchen, was 
good. 
 
Ballbanger 
The April Fools run is/was the only run that I can recall in the history of the H2H3 or CAH3 
where part of the run ran clockwise and part of it counter clockwise. When the runners took 
a turn in the trail that sent them onto Springfield Golf Course they were running in the 
opposite direction than before the turn and then they were running clockwise again once 
they found themselves back on a trail they had already run. Had they stayed on the Rambo 



Endless Running Route and not taken the Sissies Surrender Shortcut, all who opted for the 
longer trail would still be out there running counter clockwise on April 2nd. 
                                                    
 
CIRCLE NOTES (by Cathusalem) 
 
First into the circle were the April Fools who’d found all those false trails bedecked with 
ladies underwear. Bush Whacker had the most and it seems he was sure the prize was to sit 
on the ice because he fair dived straight on to it. What a good sport! He duly took his down-
down on the ice while fellow perverts Mudman and Sodomy drank theirs standing up. Bush 
Whacker was told to stay on the ice to drink another down-down from his real prize, a 
pewter tankard with a glass bottom presented by Ballbanger…very nice too. 
 
Further down-downs were awarded as follows: 
 

 The other runners who’d successfully negotiated the hares’ (intentionally) confusing 
trail without finding any underwear. These were Tinks, Hong Kong Dong, Spook, 
Ahmedashed, Slime and Lucky Me 

 Hares Ballbanger and Onefer for procuring all that ladies underwear 
 Returners High 5 Forever and Sodomy 
 Leavers Spook and Hong Kong Dong 
 GMs Cathusalem, Hugmanannygoat, Tinks, Rubber Duck, Onefer and Dutchy all got a 

down-down on the basis of “one GM drinks, all GMs drink” after Cathusalem made a 
boo-boo by calling in Tinks as a leaver, which he had been at CAH3 the week before. 
Cathusalem should have realised that the Hong Kong Sevens had been specially re-
scheduled so that Tinks would not miss H2H3. 

 Next week’s hares were not there but Cathusalem provided scanty information  
about the location of next week’s hash    

 
ON AFTER 
 
The On After at the Thai Kitchen was attended by about 15 hashers, several of whom 
enjoyed Khun Lek’s famous mixed grill and a good time was had by all.  
 
 


